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Felixy's drama lost her parents at an early age. Salumi, the daughter of a white man from Portobese, arrives with her father in Mariam Muku and falls in love with Felix. Director: James Albert | Stars: Sana Altaf, Fahde Fossil, Joey Mathew, Ajo Varghese Votes: 142 107 mins | Drum Menon decides to have a traditional big
Sadaya Kerala to marry her daughter. During the days of marriage arrangements, some unexpected things happened and the rest are planned in the film. Director: T. Rajeevnath | Stars: Indrajith Sukumaran, Nedumudi Venu, Mohanlal, Varuna Shetty Votes: 77 142 min | Action, a comedy victory in the local tug-of-war
tourney gifts Shaji Papan and his band, cute little goat but naughty 'Pinky'. Their efforts to shed goats, uninformed, cut off small groups of smugglers who are in the race for 'Neelakodiveli'. Director: Knewon Manuel Thomas | Stars: Jayasurya, Saiju Kurup, Dharmajan Bolgatty, Sunny Wayne Votes: 1,087 Thriller An easy
going ambulance driver gets a call to drive a dead body and the mourning relatives to a place that is far away. In a way realizes that it's not exactly what's happening. He decides to get away with it. But can he? Director: Gopalan Manuj | Stars: Sunny Vienna, Madhupal, Indian Pallassery, Vishnu Raghav Votes: 54 118
mins | The action, adventure, thriller spill of a massive LPG tank makes a group of brave firefighters, police and locals put their lives on the line when it is impossible to evacuate the entire city because a prison lies within a radius. Director: Dibo Karonakaran | Stars: Mammootty, Nyla Usha, Unni Mukundan, Siddique
Votes: 864 73 mins | The drama, Belo's romance, finds that the hand of help she offers to Isha, a colleague in Distressed, ended in marriage. The initial euphoria over, as the couple settled down to a comfortable life, disputes began to crawl in. Director: Vinod Sukumaran | Stars: Fahadh Faasil, Radhika Apte, S.P.
Sreekumar, Rajshri Deshpande Votes: 170 120 min | A woman's drama gets fooled by a man after her arranged engagement. The woman finds that the man travels to Bali and makes her way to it. Director: K.Wei To Seek | Stars: Roma Asrani, Manoj K. Jayan, Ajo Varghese Votes: 45 100 mins | The drama of four
generations of women in the film sufferers is the same, and when two of them raise riots, it speaks for millions of women outside, of all the castes and opinions that will be subjected to a lifetime of devastation and grief. Director: N.K. Mohammad Koya | Stars: Lena, Zinat, Joey Mathieu, Calabhawan Manny: 37 crimes,
drama when six people from different community are kidnapped, the police are hit. Director: Vinogpan | Stars: Abhinaya, Ananya, Kailash, Sasi Kalinga Votes: 16 141 mins | Comedy, exciting when his father asks him to manage their grocery store, Ouse goes to Chennai to become a filmmaker. Her life changes, after
taking a selfie with her neighbor and posting it online. Director: Jay Prajith | Stars: Newin Pauley, Ajo Vergase, Vith Manjima Mohan Rai: 2,531 147 mins | Comedy, the drama of an irresponsible journalist, tries different ways to interview a fiery lawyer who stood up for a social cause. Director: Sethian Anticade | Stars:
Mohanlal, Manju Warrier, Innocent, Lena Votes: 629 Comedy The lead character Raman, enacted by Dileep, is an employee in a rice mill in Pune. He carried rice to the mill for processing by bicycle. Later he decides to buy a car... See full summary » Director: Suresh Divakar | Stars: Sleep, Nikki Galrani, Saju Navodaya
Votes: 265 160 mins | The comedy, drama, siddick family 'Bebascar Rascal' tells a story of the deep bond between a father and his son. Bebaskar (mammoth) is a business tycoon. After completing his studies from abroad he does... See full summary » Director: Siddick | Stars: Mammothy, Naanthra, Sunop Santoch,
Anikha Sureran Rai: 835 Comedies After 18 Years, Ambojkshan decides to hear his 'Thayyalkaran-Sumathi' love story after correcting it to a director and producer, to make it into a new generation film. Director: Santoesh Veisvanat | Stars: Sreenivasan, Kunchacko Boban, Rima Kallingal, Joy Mathew Votes: 463 168 min
| Action, jayamohan magnate the business that leads to a complicated life. Things start going topsy-turvy when she married Anjali. He begins to face problems that affect his business as well. Director: Joshi | Stars: Mohanlal, Amala Paul, Sathyaraj, Kainaat Arora Votes: 350 Thriller Alby is an autorickshaw driver andis
wife is Meera (Honey Rose). They pin all their hopes on their only son Jerry, whose close friends are Rasool, Tino and Molo. The film narrates the depths... See full summary » Director: Anish Anwar | Stars: Jayasurya, Gourav Menon, Honey Rose Votes: 199 115 mins | Action, Crime, is an exciting sequel to the 1990 film
The Evergreen Mammoth Gangster of Samarajiam, which came out in 1990. The film plotted the evently life of Jordan, who is forced to take over his father's empire after 23 years. Director: Praraso | Stars: Unni Mukundan, Devan, K.C. Shankar, Akanksha Puri Votes: 66 Crime, Drama A Jeep breaks down over the road
through an old Forest road... Two men go out and look for mics... They'll find one, but when he get to that point, he'll find something fishy and the story revolves around these men... Director: Sedovan | Stars: Achuthanandan, Asok Kumar, Saradhi, Vappukka Votes: 60 109 mins | The drama of the film shows together a
group of friends after a long distance of 14 years. They discuss their naughty works, silly love stories, etc. that have happened throughout their college life with their partners. Director: Bash Mohammad | Stars: Murali Gopy, Jayasurya, JoJo George, Chino Kuruvila Votes: 420 111 mins | Drama, the Nirniakam family is a
strong family drama dealing with a big social issue that has been shot at the Pune, Miqueur and Cotchin National Defense Academy. This is the story of a young man and the bond he shares with his parents. Director: Y.K. | Stars: Asif Ali, Prem Prakash, Nedumudi Venu, Thiska Chopra Rai: 420 138 mins | Jayadwan's
drama is the most wanted writer in the Malaylam TV industry, pening scripts for all the great soap operas. This marriage brings about many changes in Jayadwan's life, and it constitutes the crux of the story. Director: Kenan Thamarakkulam | Stars: Jayaram, Rimi Tomy, Janardanan, Anoop Menon Votes: 124 107 min |
The drama, the romance of the film is basically about the equation that a young musician has with a middle-aged couple. Sonny Wayne essay plays a musician who comes across as a passionate and intense young man with his rugged look and brooding silence. Director: Weissovan | Stars: Ramya Krishnan, Sunny
Vienna, Prathap Pothen, Reshma Rathore Votes: 40 103 mins | The drama, the thriller of the film's central question is whether the perpetrators of gender violence will follow themselves. Director: Albert Anthony | Stars: Baburaj, Rahul Madhav, Vishnu, Ekatrina Rai: 53 121 mins | The action, tragic love triangle drama
includes a young painter, an Interpol detective, and a professional male hit. Director: Altas T. Ali | Stars: Rahman, Elham Mirza, Badge, Anup Menon Rai: 44 77 mins | Anas, who dreams of becoming a film director, meets Varsha on a journey. They later became friends. But later there are a lot of problems. Finally varsha
helps Anas to solve the issues and become his true dreams Director: Suresh Gopal | Stars: Lalu Alex, Aisha Azim, Indrans, John Jacob 107 min | The drama series in the background of God's own country, Kerala, Acha Dean is the story of a family of Jharkhand who now reside in Ernakulam, kerala's buzzing business
center. Director: Jay Martendhan | Stars: Mammootty, Kishore Kumar G., Kunchan, Sabumon Abdusamad Votes: 135 177 mins | Action is the name of guppy's most exciting character in the film, Rodra Siemian, who has given up all the worldly pleasures by listening to the call of her soul. When he returns to his
homeland after a long journey, he comes to hemawthy life. Director: Shibu Gangsteran | Stars: Suresh Gopi, Nikki Galrani, Nedumudi Venu, Shweta Menon Votes: 50 116 min | Comedy, sushi drama falls in love with Smitha, the escort to which her friend Rod introduces her. However, when Sushi decides to pursue him in
another city, he and Rod get in trouble. Director: Gino J. Daniel | Stars: Vinay Forrt, Sreenath Bhasi, Aju Varghese, Joy Mathew Votes: 58 Drama Swathanthran is an innocent and honest young man from the village named Kokrangara. The film depicts Kerala's current social and political scenarios in a humorous way.
Director: Kamal | Stars: Mammootty, Jewel Mary, Joey Mathew, S.P. Sreekumar Votes: 279 139 mins | Comedy, the exciting story develops during the period 1987-88. There was a time when The Mohnel's Rajavint Makan and mammoth Atratram were such anger among young people. Like Vincent Gomas and Faradas,
Lewis would like to be the heroes of these films. Director: Vinna Govind | Asif Ali, Indrajit Sukumaran, Aju Varghese, Chemban Vinod Jose Rai: 579 100 mins | Drama is the only way to become a great cataclysm dancer is to follow your master. Individual excellence is nothing compared to devotion to the master, which
the hero learns too late in life. Director: Farooq Abdul Rahman | Stars: Manoj K. Jayan, Bobo Namboothiri, Manju Pillai Votes: 24 99 mins | The drama, fantasy, mystery of Mahandran and Maya separated after five years of living together. After a long time Maya calls him from a Himalayan Valley of Keidar that will soon
wreak havoc in a cloudy storm. Mahandran embarks on a goalless journey that turns out to be a search. Director: Sanol Kumar Sassydaran | Stars: Prakash Nude, Mina Kandasamy, Samoyed Anode, Chala Chari Votes: 102 118 mins | The drama narrates both the hardships and joys that Gulf life has given to malayalas.
From 1960 to the present, the period formed the context of the story. Director: Salim Ahmad | Stars: Mammootty, Sreenivasan, Jewel Mary, Joey Mathew Votes: 3,715 135 mins | The drama focuses on a woman marrying a man against her family's wishes only to leave her. Will she succeed in growing up her family by
itself while working in the same factory as her husband? Director: Manoj Alunkel | Stars: Lalu Alex, Kalasala Babu, Meera Jasmine, Riyaz Khan Votes: 12 Not Rated | 140 Mins | Comedy, Crime Ammar, Akbar and Anthony are close friends living in Kochi. They enjoy a carefree life, their perceptions and beliefs shattered
by an unexpected event, and the resulting story constitutes the plot of the film. Director: Nadersha | Stars: Prithviraj Sukumaran, Jayasurya, Indrajith Sukumaran, Namitha Pramod Votes: 2,075 156 min | The film's action, crime, drama revolves around two families who praise the southern Indian state of Kerala, who have
spent several important years of their lives in the Middle East. Director: Mohammad Padmakumar | Stars: Mohanlal, Anoop Menon, Atul Kulkarni, Prathap Pothen Votes: 364 160 min | Drama, musical, romance tells the story of a Navy officer who falls in love with the gorgeous daughter of a violent, rejected admiral.
Director: Sothie | Stars: Prithviraj Sukumaran, Biju Menon, Kabir Bedi, Priyal Gor Votes: 1,694 137 min | Comedy, Drama Brothers 2, Michael Krjama aka Araja and Vishnu Johannan, aka Yahoo, are born from an Inter Caste couple. After the sudden death of their parents they live in the bungalow and later the two plan to
rent their bungalow to different families. Director: Rigo Rama Varma | Stars: Kunchacko Boben, Asif Ali, Nikki Galrani, Anusree Votes: 157 110 mins | The drama tells the story of three generations of women who have lived in Akcaldama, the heroic wife of Xavi Anges, her daughter Maria, and granddaughter - who are
representatives of the times they grew up in. Director: Gioram Kayla | Stars: Shweta Menon, Malavikka, Vineeth, Rajesh Hebbar Votes: 8 Drama Sam Thottunkal, the younger son of Thomas Scaria and Zareena is a teen, is an There is a time when Sam's life becomes more and more complicated, he meets Adiraja. Film
narrates the events of director Sam's life: Mohammad Mohnan | Stars: Suresh Gopi, Honey Rose, Adarsh Nair, Sreenivasan Votes: 9 103 min | Comedy, drama, working family means black. While there are total changes in culture across the multicultural south, the multi-religious Indian state called Kerala, one thing that
remains unchanged is the class ... See full summary » Director: Naranipez Shanavas | Star: Um Mohan Rai: 7 154 mins | Comedy, drama Olaha will do anything to make money and never get out of cheating on people. Her life takes its turn when she decides to marry an Indian woman living in Canada. Director: Shafi |
Stars: Sleep, Mamta Mohandas, Ajo Varghese, Swaraj Venjaramoodu Votes: 1,619 103 mins | Crime thriller a group of police officers receive information that a bomb is set to explode in mumbai. Will they be able to save innocent lives? Director: Fazel Tasher | Stars: Badusha, Shivaji Guruvayoor, Mareena, Sreejith Ravi
Votes: 15 15
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